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“. . . a huge volume of excellent Turbo Pascal Routines with source code. If you
program in Turbo Pascal, you really should have this book.”

Jerry
Pournelle
Byte magazine

At last! This “worth its weight in gold” favorite among Pascal programmers has been
revised for version 4.0 of Turbo Pascal. Substitute these lightning-fast assembly language
routines for time-critical parts of your Turbo Pascal 4.0 programs.
The two diskettes contain more than 250 ready-to-use assembly language subroutines
with source code. A few keystrokes put them to work in your Turbo Pascal programs,
saving endless hours of labor. The book provides extensive documentation for each
routine, including Pascal code examples. Among the contents you’ll find:

- Equipment determination routines and access to expanded memory;
- Extensive keyboard and mouse input functions;
- Routines for bit operations and data compression, plus more than 40 string-
  manipulation procedures;
- Extremely fast video facilities, including text-graphics routines for fancy menus and
  windows;
- Routines for elaborate printer control, formatting, and error recovery;
- Powerful routines for searching directory trees and displaying tree diagrams; and
- Detailed information about writing other assembly routines for assembly language
  programmers.
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